Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and functional MRI (fMRI) continue to advance because creative physicists, engineers, neuroscientists, clinicians, and physiologists find new ways for extracting more information from the signal. Innovations in pulse sequence design, paradigm design, and processing methods have advanced the field and firmly established fMRI as a cornerstone for understanding the human brain. In this article, the field of fMRI is described through consideration of the central problem of separating hemodynamic from neuronal information. Discussed here are examples of how pulse sequences, activation paradigms, and processing methods are integrated such that novel, high-quality information can be obtained. Examples include the extraction of information such as activation onset latency, metabolic rate, neuronal adaptation, vascular patency, vessel diameter, vigilance, and subvoxel activation. Experimental measures include time series latency, hemodynamic shape, MR phase, multivoxel patterns, ratios of activation-related R2* to R2, metabolic rate changes, fluctuation correlations and frequencies, changes in fluctuation correlations and frequencies over time, resting correlation states, echo time dependence, and more.
Introduction

I
never forgot one of the first sentences uttered to me by Jim Hyde as I sat in his office, interviewing for graduate school admission. To paraphrase his words: ''The MR signal has a wealth of information and we're in the business of extracting it.'' This was both an inspiration and a challenge, and completely hooked me into wanting to work in his group. This is the essence of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) development. Since those first words that Jim Hyde spoke to me, it's been my business as well-and pretty much all that I think about in the context of functional MRI (fMRI).
MRI has indeed been unique in that the potential contrasts and dimensions of advancement are generally greater in number than those of other imaging techniques. Starting with the precession of nuclei-the most common being protons-that change their relaxation rates depending on their immediate environment, pulse sequences extract and reveal differences and similarities in these proton pools. MRI is sensitive to specific metabolites and molecules and is able to differentiate spins based on their molecular environment, magnetic field environment, motion, and diffusion characteristics. These fundamental measures allow a wealth of neuronal and physiologic information to be extracted (Moonen et al., 1990) . The ability to scan at higher resolution and higher field and with multiple coils thus allows ever more fine delineation of differences in these characteristics.
MRI is sensitive to macroscopic and microscopic susceptibility variations created by iron, ferritin, oxygen, air-tissue interfaces, and other materials. With advances in susceptibility imaging pulse sequences, enhanced by high field and high gradient magnitudes and slew rates, anatomical and diffusion images provide whole brain information rivaling that of histology slides (Yang et al., 2013) . The information obtainable by MRI has outstripped the ability of the vendors and endusers to make use of it-we are all trying to catch up with what is possible.
It is the extreme sensitivity to subtle changes in blood susceptibility arising from changes in blood oxygenation following localized activation-induced flow changes that allows blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI to be a viable functional contrast (Ogawa et al., 1990) . With this sensitivity, one can extract substantial neuronal and physiologic information. A primary challenge is not only to become aware of what aspects of the signal contain information but also how to actually separate out the information.
The practice in fMRI has been to perform blocked activation designs with simple and stylized stimuli, then to smooth the 3D statistical significance maps of activation blobs, and then spatially average activation significance maps with multiple other subjects in a common coordinate system to arrive at maps describing common activation across what is hoped to be a homogenous population. Most studies stop there, reporting the coordinates of the centers of mass.
While this practice is reasonable, it falls far short of what is possible today. Each task, each time series, each voxel, each subtle fluctuation, and each individual contains extractable neuronal and physiologic information. This article is about how this information has been and may be extracted.
The following topics are covered: the hemodynamic response, calibration and quantitation, resting-state fMRI, novel contrasts, multimodal synergy, multivoxel patterns, and high spatial resolution.
The Hemodynamic Response
The fMRI signal changes-both the magnitude and dynamics-are influenced by the interplay of changes in cerebral metabolic rate, blood flow, and blood volume (Blockley et al., 2013) . The hemodynamic response is a nonlinear function of neuronal activity at very brief neuronal activity durations or at very low neuronal activity magnitudes (Birn and Bandettini, 2005; Birn et al., 2001; Logothetis et al., 2001) . A postundershoot in the signal is commonly observed-lasting up to 40 sec (Poser et al., 2011; Yacoub et al., 2006) . A preundershoot is much more rare-lasting about 500 msec (Hu et al., 1997) .
The postundershoot has received an upsurge of interest, not necessarily because it holds promise of being extremely useful, but because it is a robust fluctuation in the signal that is not fully understood and that perhaps sheds light on the entire neuronal-hemodynamic coupling process. Some groups suggest that the poststimulus undershoot is mostly caused by a continuation of elevated blood volume (Buxton et al., 2004; Mandeville et al., 1998) , while others suggest a continuation of elevated cerebral metabolic rate (Frahm et al., 2008) . Others suggest that the postundershoot is related to ongoing neuronal activity (Mullinger et al., 2013 (Mullinger et al., , 2014 . Still others suggest that it is due, at least in part, to an undershoot in flow. So far, there is no clear consensus; however, this phenomenon will likely continue to be something that physics/ contrast mechanism researchers gnaw on as they think deeply about the details of neurovascular coupling and if neuronal information can ever truly be separated from hemodynamic using fMRI alone.
The magnitude of the fMRI signal is most highly influenced also by the baseline venous blood volume in each voxel (Bandettini and Wong, 1997; Davis et al., 1998; Hoge et al., 1999 ) that can be inferred by using a stressor that causes a uniform global flow change. Such maps of venous volume may be used for segmentation or may be compared in a voxelwise manner with gray matter maps to determine relative oxygen extraction rates.
The magnitude of the fMRI signal-as it varies with a parametric variation of a task within a time series-provides information about the rate of relative rate neuronal firing or relative population of activated neurons. Parametric variations in visual stimulation, motor tasks, and cognitive load lead to corresponding changes in the magnitude; however, as inferred above, the magnitude variation over space of the signal change with a single task is primarily sensitive to venous blood volume per voxel. Neuronal information can really only be gleaned from changes associated with a parametric modulation of the task.
The latency of the fMRI signal, similar to magnitude, is mostly influenced by the relative lag associated with hyperoxygenated blood as it travels through the venous vasculature. The spread of latencies over space are on the order of -2.5 sec. Modulation of the timing of stimuli or task and comparison of this lag have successfully extracted neuronal latencies (Bellgowan et al., 2003; Formisano and Goebel, 2003; Henson et al., 2002; Menon et al., 1998) , revealing regions that show a corresponding systematic shift in relative onset latency or even width.
Other transients and nonlinearities are commonly observed. These have been attributed to neuronal habituation (Birn and Bandettini, 2005; Logothetis et al., 2001) or transient on or off responses. Two studies highlight the importance of paying attention to the transients. The first is by Uludag (2008) , which demonstrates that with a visual stimulus, the transients at the beginning and at the end of the stimulus block-otherwise missed by standard canonical reference functions-were able to be mapped onto distinct cortical regions. A second study by Gonzalez-Castillo demonstrated that, with enough averaging and with complete relaxation of the expected model function, the entire brain demonstrated activation associated with the pressing of a button in response to the perception of a letter or number within a visual stimulus . Figure 1 shows the representative results from this study. These seemingly noisy signals with odd temporal shapes clustered cleanly in specific cortical and subcortical regions. There is definitely more information there. The null hypothesis appears to not exist.
Grill-Spector et al. originated an entire class of fMRI paradigms, known as fMRI adaptation paradigms, where the amount of signal adaption is modulated by the amount of similarity between successive stimuli (Grill-Spector, 2006; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001) . In this study, a stimulus or task is briefly given and then at short intervals, either a similar or different stimulus or task is given in a repetitive manner. If the same stimulus is repetitively presented, then the signal changes will adapt or generally show lower amplitudes. If different stimuli are presented, then the signal will not adapt thus being manifest as a signal that shows no such attenuation. The difference in signal attenuation between the repeating versus nonrepeating stimuli reveals the population that adapted to the repeating stimuli. This task-adaptation modulation-allows titration of stimulusor task-selective neurons within a voxel, thus providing a boost to the specificity and spatial resolution of fMRI.
Taking a step back, there still appears to be much to learn by studying closely the hemodynamic response as it varies on a voxelwise basis. Hemodynamic latency, width, preand postundershoot, and response behavior with varying task on/off rates have all been studied. In a very early study, this group performed simple Fourier analysis of a blocked design time series data set and found peaks not only at the expected on/off frequencies but also multiple harmonics in different voxels, suggesting subtle differences in transient activity across voxels. Figure 2 shows the hemodynamic response and the harmonics from a simple motor task.
BANDETTINI Calibration and Quantitation
Since just after the start of fMRI, it was understood that the BOLD signal magnitude was a function of-among other things-baseline venous blood volume, change in cerebral oxidative metabolic rate (CMRO 2 ), change in blood flow, volume, and oxygen extraction rate (Buxton and Frank, 1997; van Zijl et al., 1998) .
Since first tentative efforts to normalize the fMRI response magnitude and location to the variation in venous blood volume by subtraction of fMRI maps from a simple hypercapnia response (Bandettini and Wong, 1997) , progress has been made to estimate CMRO2 changes (Davis et al., 1998; Hoge et al., 1999) and blood oxygenation changes (Haacke et al., 1997) . Lu and Ge (2008) have developed a novel method involving arterial spin labeling and multiecho imaging to select and quantitate blood oxygenation. More recently, Bulte and associates (2012) These quantitative maps, combined perhaps with vascular territory maps (Wong, 2013) , may be an effective complement to current methods that assess vascular patency or susceptibility for stroke or even predict stroke recovery. A shortcoming to most calibration approaches is that they involve hypercapnia or hyperoxia induction-which can be problematic for uncooperative or physically limited patients. These issues may become less problematic with the emergence of alternative more efficient global manipulations such as assessment of spontaneous depth changes (Birn et al., 2008b) .
Resting-State fMRI
The discovery by Bharat Biswal that the voxelwise correlations of time series from resting brains contained information related to functional organization (Biswal et al., 1995) was paradigm shifting, opening up-after almost a decade of quiescence-an entirely new field of fMRI (Biswal, 2012) . The field of resting-state fMRI has spawned new journals, primarily the present one, and has become the dominant topic of study at the annual Organization for Human Brain Mapping Meeting. Figure 3 shows the overall increase in fMRI publications and the relative increase in publications associated with resting-state fMRI.
A first thought was that this signal was either an artifact of imaging or purely vasomotion. The clear success of the method in identifying known functional networks and predicting activation patterns helped to foster acceptance among the brain imaging community that, while the signal of course was vascular and very slow, the correlations indeed represent underlying neuronal fluctuations. The irony to resting-state fMRI is that it relies on the spontaneous and transient activity of the brain for functional contrast. When functionally connected regions show a brief spontaneous activity, the fMRI signal in each of these regions increases in synchrony, demonstrating, after some amount of averaging, a higher correlation than signals that are not functionally related. Using this basic idea, connectivity maps of the brain have been created. From this basic observation, the field has expanded rapidly as researchers have been developing better ways to obtain this connectivity information, more meaningful interpretations, and new ways in which to apply it.
A first observation about resting-state connectivity is that the frequencies of these correlations are extremely low ( < 0.1 Hz). While there are hints that each network or even complete cortical regions have predominant signature frequencies, all resting-state signals manifest in a very broad band region below 0.1 Hz (Cordes et al., 2001; Niazy et al., 2011) , suggesting perhaps that the temporal characteristics of resting state are not well characterized by Fourier analysis.
A second observation is that, either using a seed voxel approach or using mathematical separation methods such as independent component analysis (ICA), a multitude of well-characterized networks consistently reveal themselves. The number of networks or correlated nodes is not well known, having increased in number-due to better processing methods and more sensitivity-from about 5 upward to 350 (Craddock et al., 2012) . It is likely that they will continue to grow-perhaps until columnar organization is reached-as the ability to delineate fine detail increases.
A third observation is that the functional correlations change to some degree over time (Chang and Glover, 2010; Hutchison et al., 2013) suggesting network interaction changes or brain state changes. The brain appears to move from state to state. A powerful method to capture all the resting-state correlations is with the creation of pairwise correlation matrices (Allen et al., 2014) . A matrix is created by first dividing the brain into regions from which time series are averaged, and then calculating the correlation of the time series from every segment with that of every other segment. Currently, it is not clear precisely how to segment the brain to best define this pairwise correlation matrix. It does appear that the more the segments correspond to functionally homogenous regions of the brain, the more information-rich the pairwise correlation matrices tend to be.
FIG. 2.
Bilateral finger tapping at an on/off rate of 0.062 Hz reveals a peak at the fundamental frequency and peaks out to later harmonics, suggesting transient activity. Maps of the spectral density, ''a'' is the fundamental and ''b'' is the first harmonic-show different regions associated with each. Reproduced with permission from Figure 9 of Bandettini and associates (1993 (9) How is connectivity truly represented through correlation? This conceptual jump between temporal correlation and functional connectivity is wrought with assumptions, including the significant assumption that if a region is oscillating with or has a beat frequency with another region it is connected. This group has observed networks that demonstrate a clear periodic beating, as shown in Figure 4 ( Handwerker et al., 2012) . However, the authors are unable to say that the two networks are communicating in that any two low-frequency and broadband oscillators can have multiple beat frequencies without actually interacting. In addition, changes in connectivity are typically inferred by changes in correlation. A change in correlation-in the presence of noise-could also be brought on by a simple change in the amplitude of one signal or the other or a simple change in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of one signal or the other. (10) Last, a controversy that has been debated over the last few years has been regarding whether to regress out the global signal or not to increase sensitivity (Birn et al., 2008a , Murphy et al., 2009 . The growing consensus is that one should not remove the global signal as it artificially induces negative correlations between previously uncorrelated regions-thus complicating interpretation. However, a recent study, as shown in Figure 5 , has shown that this global signal is highly sensitive to the state of vigilance and removing it may normalize for vigilance variations across subjects and over time . So the question remains, what should one do about the global signal? It appears to depend on what one wants to do with the time series. Much work remains to be done! Related to SNR, a tremendous amount of effort has been applied to clean up the time series noise. A goal-that the only variations in the fMRI time series signal are those of neuronally related fluctuations-remains highly elusive yet fundamentally important. This group has achieved a high level of success using a multiecho ICA-based approach (Kundu et al., 2012 (Kundu et al., , 2013 
Novel Contrast
Throughout the years, pulse sequences have been introduced to increase specificity to neuronal activity or at least to specific hemodynamics (Boyacioglu et al., 2014; Koopmans et al., 2012; Norris, 2012) . Spin-echo sequences may be more sensitive to small compartments but are still sensitive to intravascular signals, such that the large cost in sensitivity does not outweigh any increase in specificityexcept perhaps at fields of 7 Tesla or higher, where the intravascular signal is minimal. Another potential advantage of spin-echo imaging is reduced signal dropout as well as slightly reduced pulsatile noise due to the fact that the inversion pulse does not excite rapidly flowing or pulsatile spins after the 90 degree excitation.
Diffusion-weighted fMRI is a means by which intravascular signal is removed with a small amount of diffusion weighting (otherwise known as ''velocity nulling'') (Boxerman et al., 1995; Song, 2012; Song et al., 1996) . In theory, performing velocity nulling in conjunction with spin-echo sequences should be ideal for selecting only capillaries at lower fields than 7T. However, no successful applications have been reported as the sensitivity is likely below threshold due to both the spin-echo acquisition and the application of diffusion weighting. Perhaps, it is worth trying again at 3T with the latest in radio-frequency coil technology.
With regard to tissue or vessel selectivity, sequences such as VASO (Lu et al., 2003) as well as simultaneous flow-, BOLD-, and volume (Yang et al., 2004 )-sensitive sequences have been able to selectively null or tag specific tissue such as venous blood, arterial blood, and inflowing blood. This simultaneous information, along with an activation paradigm involving interleaved global flow challenges and brain stimulation, offers a high degree of flexibility and power to detect, quantify, and separate specific hemodynamic and neuronal changes during activation. If not quantification, these approaches may at least allow improved vascular selectivity, thus increasing the functional, spatial, and temporal resolution, as well as interpretability since the preferentially selected capillary distribution is more homogeneously distributed on the scale of voxels than larger vessels.
Other potential sources of novel nonhemodynamic information reside in (1) neuronal activation-related cell swelling-perhaps detected by diffusion weighting (Kohno et al., 2009; Le Bihan et al., 2006 )-although highly controversial (Miller et al., 2007) , (2) microscopic magnetic field changes (Petridou et al., 2001 (Petridou et al., , 2006 , and (3) temperature changes (Yablonskiy et al., 2000) . fMRI sequences tuned to each of these effects have shown suggestive preliminary findings. It will likely be a long time before sensitivity and specificity are improved such that these novel contrasts compete with BOLD contrast-if they do at all.
Multimodal Synergy
The collection of complementary information for fMRI is almost always useful as the other measures have either a higher temporal resolution or more specificity to neuronal activity or information about subject performance or behavior to help guide the analysis (Mantini et al., 2007; Shibasaki, 2008; Sui et al., 2012) . Multimodal measures include electroencephalography (EEG) (Reed et al., 2004) , magnetoencephalography (MEG) (Brookes et al., 2011) , implanted electrodes, electrocorticography (Ojemann et al., 2013; Siero et al., 2013) , optical imaging (Huppert et al., 2006; Strangman et al., 2002) , behavioral measures, and other MRI measures that may perhaps be more sensitive to a specific aspect of hemodynamics (e.g., perfusion) but too low in sensitivity to be used in itself.
Neuronal correlates of the resting-state and BOLD signal have been uncovered using EEG and MEG, suggesting that a wide range of frequencies drive much of resting-state signal (Shmuel and Leopold, 2008) . Multiunit arrays have shed light on the specific neuronal underpinnings of fMRI, showing that the signal, within a specific range, is linearly proportional to neuronal activity, but with very brief or low activity, the hemodynamic response apparently over-represents the neuronal activity (Logothetis et al., 2001 ). This is shown in Figure 6 . 
BANDETTINI
Optical imaging results have shown at extremely high resolution detailed spatial representation specific hemodynamics, motivating and supporting many of the currently ongoing high-resolution fMRI studies (Boas et al., 2001 (Boas et al., , 2004 (Boas et al., , 2014 Huppert et al., 2006; Strangman et al., 2002) .
A recent study that beautifully demonstrates the synergy of multimodal imaging and the ability for it to reveal something that the two individual modalities could not, involved the use of electrodes embedded in nonhuman primate hippocampus . The results of this study are shown in Figure 7 . During sleep, a specific pattern of transient activity-known as hippocampal ripples-would spontaneously appear. Simultaneous measures of fMRI, binned by the instances of these ripples, revealed quite clearly that these ripples were positively correlated with most of the cortex, and yet they were negatively correlated with most of the subcortical structure activity.
Multivoxel Patterns
In the very early 2000s, Haxby and coworkers (2001) did something unique. They kept looking at what appeared to be a null result and, in the process, started an entirely new subfield of fMRI. They had been studying object processing, looking at activation of the face area versus house area. It appears that processing faces is so important of an area to humans that it takes up a large swath of cortex, resulting in a clear blob of activation. Most of fMRI up to this point involved happily, describing the center of mass coordinates of blobs of activation. The field of fMRI has been quite fortunate that most activated regions were somewhat blobby and large, lending themselves to easy averaging across subjects and visualization with glass brains. The macroscopic system-level organization of the brain was being fully studied and mapped, until Haxby et al. tried looking at objects with less evolutionary importance such as scissors versus shoes. On presenting these stimuli and analyzing the results, no clear blob-even a small one-distinguished itself. Instead, what they saw was a salt and pepper pattern of activation that was, to the eye, not really different between the two less important or less clearly categorized stimuli. So, instead of moving on to something else, they calculated the activation maps for half of each data set and calculated the spatial correlation between the two scissors maps and the two shoe maps and then between the scissors map and the shoe map and so on. Their result was that even though the patterns looked like noise to the eye accustomed to seeing only clear blobs, the patterns of activation clearly revealed themselves to be unique to the stimuli-showing a much higher spatial correlation with the other half of the same data set than with another data set having different stimuli. This study was likely the first to apply a rudimentary machine learning approach on a voxelwise basis to pull out the unique voxelwise pattern of activation associated with these more subtle stimuli.
Many others have since picked up on this. Kriegeskorte and coworkers (2006) (B and D) are the comparisons. Note that in (D), the relationship between the electrophysiologic measures and BOLD is linear, yet, clearly, to reach the zero point, the relationship needs to change, suggesting a high level of nonlinearity at low levels of neuronal activity. Reproduced with permission from Figure  5 of Logothetis and colleagues (2001) . discerning which angle of grating a subject was viewingeven without their conscious knowledge. Advancements have included multivariate analysis to push the temporal and spatial resolution of fMRI to sub-TR and subvoxel resolutions.
The discovery that fMRI can detect and map brain activity that is both subvoxel and uniquely distributed across many voxels is a leap of insight not only regarding what fMRI can detect but also regarding how the brain is organized. New paradigms comparing the similarity of stimuli or tasks with the similarity of patterns of activity revealed a close connection between the two. Such analysis did not limit itself to voxels. Pattern similarity mapping has been carried out in the visual cortex of nonhuman primates and compared directly with fMRI patterns in humans (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) . Such an avenue of investigation is literally wide open for new paradigms and new insights into similarities and differences across individuals rather than group averages. In fact, this approach defies spatial averaging of group maps as this fine-grained pattern effect would be washed away.
Further advances in brain reading, decoding, and brain encoding have been carried out, strongly suggesting that information-including object, word, sound, semantic content, and more-is distributed much more widely and finely than most realized. At this point in time, the field of fMRI decoding and encoding and multivariate assessments are full of opportunity as this approach allows us to look beyond blobs to more subtle patterns that may reflect activation of subvoxelscale neuronal populations and even sub-TR activation timing (Misaki et al., 2013a (Misaki et al., , 2013b .
High Spatial Resolution
At high resolution, the hemodynamic response variability becomes perhaps less of a confound because of the increased ability for fMRI to look through the draining vein effects-as the draining veins are more clearly delineated. In addition, the SNR necessary for high resolution is most readily available at high field, so the reduced intravascular signal that also results at high field comes as an added benefit. This allows clear delineation of columns and layers of activity (Logothetis et al., 2002; Polimeni et al., 2010; Yacoub et al., 2007 Yacoub et al., , 2008 . With layer-specific delineation, comes the promise of disentangling input versus output neuronal activity as specific layers correspond to each. A goal of fMRI, which I think is approaching the realm of possibility, is the delineation of neuronal causality by layer specificity. This ability would open up a new fMRI domain that goes well beyond mapping macroscopic network connections. It would allow exploration of fine-scale interactions on the columnar and layer level-thus having the potential to map out human brain organization in a new and more information-rich manner.
Not only is neuronal information more richly extracted at high resolution, but layer-specific differences in hemodynamic effects have also been revealed. As an example, Goense and colleagues (2012) showed that layer dependence of blood volume and flow changes is differentially sensitive to neuronal activation and neuronal inhibition.
High resolution also represents a paradigm shift in that the research focus is on individual results rather than spatially averaged group results. Spatial variability increases with increased resolution. An analogy is that it is easy to average hands, but much more difficult to average fingerprints without losing all the information. It is easier to average large swaths of brain than average cortical columns. Either one can try to learn the pattern of organization at a finer scale using anatomical landmarks such as gyrification and myeloarchitecture-which is ultimately limited, or work toward understanding how to group and compare results in other ways that do not involve spatial averaging of the results.
Conclusions
In this review, my focus was on the current understanding of neuronal versus hemodynamic influences on the fMRI signal. The specific topics were the hemodynamic response, calibration and quantitation, resting-state fMRI, novel contrasts, multimodal synergy, multivoxel patterns, and high spatial resolution imaging. From these discussions-which by no means comprehensively summarize the currently massive amount of worldwide effort placed in this direction-it is hoped that the essence of most fMRI researchers grapple with every day is fully conveyed.
Working with fMRI inevitably involves gaining a deep appreciation for the unique advantages and limitations of the hemodynamic response. It is an extremely sensitive, powerful, and uniquely whole-brain measure of neuronal activity, but has a variability that is associated with a multiscale and complex vasculature that is subsequently chopped into 1-to 3-mm cubes. Over the years, the ability to extract neuronal information and more precisely interpret the fMRI signal has increased tremendously through the research described above, and by all measures, this progress continues.
